ADDENDUM ONE (1)

RE: RFP #735-19-4305 Flower Mound – Recruitment Communication Flow Service (Response to Questions)

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

The following questions were submitted and received the following responses:

1. On the two drops with 3 artwork files, for drop one and drop two. Are the artwork files the same for drop one and two or does drop one have three artwork files and drop two has three more different artwork files, so total of 6 artwork? For the total job there are three different art versions: For Drop #1 there will be two art versions, and for Drop #2, there is one art version.

2. Plus what totals of each artwork of 41,397. (divided by 3?) see below

3. Will each drop have all 3 artworks? see below

4. In the RFP, it is referenced that there will be 2 drops (totaling 41,397 pieces) and that within those there will be 3 art versions of the card. Can you verify the quantity per drop as well as the quantity of each art version on each drop?

   Drop #1: Version 1 (11,095 pieces) + Version 2 (30,302 pieces)

   Drop # 2: Consists of Version 3 – to all 41,397

5. Will the two drops occur at same time, but two different locations? Correct, one will be mailed to California zip codes and the other will be sent here in Texas.

6. What are the dates and locations of the drops? May, and California and Texas zip codes.

The deadline for questions has now passed. No additional questions will be accepted at this time.

Thank you,
Lori Case
Purchasing/Contract Management
Midwestern State University